
  

 

 

 

 

BENCHMARK FUND OF THE YEAR AWARDS 2020 

GRAND WINNER ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

[March 30, 2021, Singapore] The 5th Benchmark Fund of the Year Awards for Singapore is 

pleased to announce the Grand Winners of its "Brand of the Year" – FSSA Investment Managers 

and the Grand Winner of the Provider of the Year – BNP Paribas Asset Management.  

 

The Awards represented a meticulous, methodical process and characterized the diligence of 85+ 

jurors coming from Private Banks, Family Offices, Consultants, and EAMs. Fifty-five jurors have 

attended the annual Gatekeepers Forum, where five to six jurors will meet the CIO or PM face to 

face to drill down into their investment process and ESG performance. The 49 judges and 

gatekeepers occupying 260 seats over three days were involved in 52 sessions delivered by 53 

senior fund house representatives and supported by a thorough due diligence questionnaire 

focused on the five key pillars, 48 KPIs, and 438 attributes, with independent sustainability data 

supported by BlueOnion.   

 

BlueOnion is a highly curated digital platform globally with 174,000 funds with over 70,000 

primary funds on their sustainability practices and qualitative performances.  This year is also the 

first year the jurors used BlueOnion to judge the awards. With BlueOnion, the judges can validate 

the funds bidding for the awards, whether claims in ESG and Global Compact are aligned with the 

portal's ranking and scores, and the Paris Climate Agreement. BlueOnion represents our 

commitment to eliminate greenwashing, and managers are indeed taking ESG as material 

consequences when investing or divesting.   

 

"I truly admire companies that are willing to be transparent, diligent, and aspiring to do better, 

despite business disruptions under a pandemic of a lifetime.  Over the years, we witnessed that 

more and more medium to smaller managers partake in the rigorous BENCHMARK process to 

compete against giant companies that are resourced rich and marketing savvy.  These managers 

are grabbing an opportunity to learn from veteran's gatekeepers via exclusive platforms such as 

the Gatekeepers Forum and the Sustainable Wealth Forum.  On the contrary, firms who see a 

lesser need for transparency or who are not walking the talk of sustainable performances have 

taken a few steps back", says investor activist organizer Elsa Pau.   

 

https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/jurors-2020/?locale=sg
https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/the-gatekeepers-forum-2/
https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/about-blue-onion/
https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/the-gatekeepers-forum-2/
https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/sustainable-wealth-forum/
https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/about-wealthasia/


Pau says, "On an average, funds for sale to the public in Singapore are ranked 46th percentile in 

ESG behavior followed by Hong Kong (47th) and Taiwan (46th). Also, only 55.5% of Singapore funds 

meet the Paris Climate endeavor's short-term pathway for 1.50 and 2.00 scenarios, and 45.49% 

meet the long-term pathway. Malaysia, Thailand, and India are ranked top 30th percentile by 

BlueOnion in terms of ESG and Global Compact scores". 

 

To win Grand Title Provider of the Year, a select committee considers the breadth of winnings 

across different investment and operational capabilities rather than hindsight returns. The 

committee members, who are in the day-to-day encounters with fund managers, would also 

examine the ESG performance of the firm's overall strategies and experiences working with the 

nominees.  

 

This year, nominees for the Provider of the Year include BNP Paribas Asset Management, FSSA 

Investment Managers, and Ninety One Singapore.  All nominees have impressive sustainable 

investment strategies. The Winner, BNP Paribas, is the most improved fund house this year. It has 

demonstrated a genuine walking-the-talk ESG integration approach across all asset classes and 

creating a positive environmental and social impact while maintaining return consistencies.  FSSA 

is favored by intermediaries for its servicing standards, impeccable engagement practices, and 

performance consistencies, while Ninety One has demonstrated innovation and steady 

performances across quantitative and sustainability accounts.    

 

To win Brand of the Year from the select committee, the vote of confidence does not come from 

advertising spending or brand recollection, but the promises that have been kept and delivered to 

satisfaction and servicing standards as experienced by the jurors-gatekeepers and institutional 

investment principals.  The nominees this year include BNP Paribas Asset Management, FSSA 

Investment Managers, and Ninety One Singapore, who have all demonstrated excellent 

relationships with intermediaries. FSSA stands out with the committee's most votes for being the 

most favored house for servicing and relationships.  BNP Paribas surfaced to the top 3 with their 

impressive sustainability and Ninety One for their very good banking relationships with 

intermediaries and servicing standards.  

 

 

About Benchmark Fund of the Year Awards 

the 17th BENCHMARK Fund of the Year Awards organized by WealthAsia Media (WAM) has gained 

a solid industry reputation for running distinguished awards safeguarded by powerful gatekeepers 

from global institutions. The awards can be interpreted as a buy-side driven and a client-centric 

initiative. Banks' gatekeepers and service users such as asset owners will dominate the awards' 

decision-making process. The awards also raise awareness of responsible investing and drive 

better practices in responsible and sustainable investing. 

https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/about-the-awards/
https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/about-the-awards/


About BlueOnion 

BlueOnion is BENCHMARK's research tool that empowers institutional investors, asset owners, and 

private banking gatekeepers to find, screen and monitor the sustainable performance of over 

170,000 funds.  It uses the three-lens approach by peeling back the funds' layers in their 

Investment returns, Sustainability performance, and forward-looking Qualitative capabilities.  

BlueOnion holds managers accountable for their ESG strategies by analyzing their sectors, 

industries, and investment/divestments actions to validate that they follow their stated ESG 

integration philosophies. The data-driven process for outcomes reflects how they have taken 

materiality issues of specific ESG issues into their investment processes. 

 

About the Gatekeepers Forum 

The virtual event in 2020 involved 52 sessions delivered by 53 senior fund house representatives, 

with 49 judges and gatekeepers occupying 260 seats over three days.  The Gatekeepers' Forum is 

a sub-set of the judging process, with four to six jurors holding a two-way conversation with the 

manager of a contesting strategy.  The Forum allows the contestants' CIO or Portfolio Manager to 

showcase how they are running a profitable system and respond to technical questions raised by 

the gatekeepers.  The Gatekeepers' Forum is a highly curated platform that connects both the buy 

and sell-side of funds and empowers gatekeepers from Private Banks, Institutions, Foundations, 

Single and Multi-Family Offices to look under the hood before they invest.   

 

About the Sustainable Wealth Forum 

The BENCHMARK Sustainable Wealth Forum is a knowledge exchange where industry leaders and 

winners of the Benchmark awards are featured.  The Forum covers the financial eco-system and 

discovers the inside out of the providers' practices that lead to a more sustainable industry 

through responsible and ethical investing in protecting the investors across multiple generations.   

Judges involved in the process are engaged as co-hosts of the sessions, and the Forum serves as 

an intellectual exchange to educate the investor public on responsible investing.  

 

About WealthAsia Group 

WealthAsia Media is a profit-for-purpose organization – a purpose-driven organization with a 

mission to drive best practices in the finance community by emphasizing social responsibility and 

advocating for investors' protection. Our business model focuses on industry benchmarking, 

assessment, and ranking to help financial institutions improve. We achieve our goals by 

implementing a series of stringent and rigorous awards in Asset Management (17 years); Wealth 

Management (11 years); and Private Wealth Management (2 years), the intelligence exchange 

platform, publishing a series of Industry Gap Analysis Reports, and the most recent innovation, a 

disruptive fund research platform – BlueOnion, featuring 14 countries with over 174,000 funds 

covering sustainability data for over 70,000 strategies. 

 

https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/about-blue-onion/
https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/about-blue-onion/
https://gatekeepers.blueonion.today/
https://gatekeepers.blueonion.today/
https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/sustainable-wealth-forum/
https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/sustainable-wealth-forum/
https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/about-wealthasia/
https://2020.benchmark.exchange/awards-asset-management/sg/about-wealthasia/


For inquiries, please contact: 

Hong Kong and Singapore:                             

Cheyne Reid                                                    

+852 6402 0256 

Cheyne.Reid@wealthasia.net 

 

Public Relations: 

Brad Smolar 

+852 6339 3396 

Brad@Smolar.com 

 

 

 

Taiwan and China: 

Conan Sun 

+852 5523 2190 

Conan.Sun@wealthasia.net 

 

Public Relations (Taiwan): 

經湛公關  

范君寧Ning / 李沅潤Allen 

+886 2 7718-6666*613/ 612 

+886 987-904-228/ +886 921-005-014 

ning@clavis.com.tw / allen@clavis.com.tw   
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